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International Festival hopes
for cultural openness
by Yaiman Onaran
The International Festival,
sponsored by ISA, began with
the Latin America Day on Sunday,
January 17th. The Latin America
Day, the Mediterranean Day on
Monday, the International fair on
Tuesday, the European Day on
Wednesday and the Fashion Show
on Thursday were all attended with
7
Kenyan Students sitting at the Kenyan Stand in the Interna-
tional Fair on Tuesday. (Photo by Gordon Finkelstein)
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woman, presently living in
Wooster, during her visit - to the
International Fair in Lowry
Center. One could easily observe
the large number of visitors from
the Wooster Community during all
of the events. "The people from
the town always profit more from
the events organized in the
College than the students," said a
student, who .noticed that fewer
students were in attendance than
locals.
Lisa Klasny, the intern in the
International Affairs Office, is the
chief organizer of the
International Festival.' She
explained that the aim was to
bring cultural awareness to the
""campus and to raise the common
knowledge about other nations.
"Americans are usually ignorant
, about the world, so we are trying
to peek their curiosity about other
cultures, but it is sad to see that
many people are still indifferent
to what is around them," she said,
criticizing the ignorance on
campus.
The Latin America Day on
Sunday featured Spanish Dance and
music, a film on Latin America
Continued on page 3
be awarded points for first through
third place finishes. Prizes will go to
the top three teams over-a- ll when
competition is wrapped up early Sat-
urday evening.
All faculty, staff, students,
and administration are invited to join
in th'i chaos, provided they cough up
the buck entry fee. This minimal fee
must accompany an entry form which
is available at the SAB office or
Lowry front desk. Turn in fee and
form to the SABoffice by January 26
at 4 p.m.
You get fun, prizes, and
friendly-competitio- n..
.but that's not
all! With this handy-dand- y weekend
package you also get a snazzy T-shi- rt!
They will be on sale for $9.25
during lunch on January 28 and 29.
All proceeds go to the SAB Recrea-
tion Committee. It's a weekend to let
loose, blow off steam, and be totally,
outrageously crazy!
G.O.W. prepares for Winter Olympics
By Kristy Bender
- Have we got a weekend for
yout Jello-snarfin- g, body-sewin- g,
dizzy izzis and more, all on a kinda-sorta-slightly-but-not-re- ally
competi-
tive level. Yes, once again it's time
for the annual Wooster Winter Olym-
pics! Beginning Friday, January
interest and enthusiasm by
students, faculty members, staff
and visitors from the Wooster
community.
"We wouldn't be able to learn
about all these cultures unless this
opportunity by the College was
given. The College is the cultural
center of this town," said a
WJl J I I ' I
i : w t
29 at 6:30 p.m., teams made up of
four women and four men will battle
. it out in a variety of wacky events.
Along with those events already men-
tioned, there will be a tug -o-f-war,
pie-eatin- g, pyramids, broom hockey,
and two surprise contests. Teams will
0J4
was a dark and stormy
nightlTsies9 - broken windows, Swim
(earn, Letter From Washington, and other
sundries like News Briefs Hoops, .the first WAA
column a downtown movie review, part two of "It
was a Weird Year,.., Peace Corps, Fowler re-
turns, a poll of college students (I think we know
how painful that cani), and SGA.
Don't worry, February is only-tw- o weeks
, s
awdyl
Dykstra presents piano
concert of dance music
.
- .
By Jonathan Barclay
Professor Brian Dykstra will perform his piano concert, "Invitation
to the Dance" this weekend in the Gault Recital Hall of Scheide Music Cen-
ter. The concert of dance music spans 168 years of composition and will be
performed Saturday. Jan. 23 at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, Jan. 24 at 3:00 pjn.
The first half of the concert features waltz music from Franz Schu-
bert. Darl Maria von Weber and Maurice Ravel. Schubert's Twelve Valses .
Nobles were published in 1827 in Vienna and represent a small sample of
the prolific composer's 400 short dances for piano. Published in 1819, We-
ber's Invitation to the Dance was composed with waltz themes for the
concert hall, rather than for dancing,' and so carried forward the development of
the waltz.
In 1911 Ravel published his Noble and Sentimental waltzes
which may have been inspired by Schubert's waltzes. These early 20th-centu- ry
waltzes are full of the lush harmonies which Ravel loved, and also
represent some of this century's dissonance.
The Yugoslavian composer Alojz Srebotnjak based his Macedoni-
an Dances on the folk music of Macedonian region of eastern Europe.
( JITiesel 975 dances bear the influence of Hungarian composer Beja Bartok. ....
Argentinian Alberto Ginastera is one of lw mott prominent Latin
American composers of the 20th century. His 1937 Daazas Argentina
are of his early, most nationalistic style period, inspired by Argentinian folk
music. One of the energetic dances may be modeled on the malambo, a gau-ch- o
dance.
Dykstra's own composition The Indolent Life was composed
in 1987 to complement Scott Joplin's rag The Strenuous Life, a 1902
piece in the common "two-ste- p" rag style. Fast Dance In C, also by
Dykstra, is strongly influenced by contemporary jazz.
Dykstra has been at Wooster since 1969 and is now Professor of
music at the College. He graduated from the JuiHiard School of Music with
a B.S. in 1964 and the Eastman School of Music (M.M., 1965; D.M.A., '
1969).
Dykstra plays classical and ragtime music. Of his three LP ragtime
records. The Riches of Rags, the most recent is still available. Dykstra's
many activities include a 1979 one-ho- ur National Public Radio program, an
appearance at the 1985 Scott Joplin Ragtime Festival in Sedalia, Missouri,
and a 1987 radio interview with the famous Studs Terkel. Dykstra has also
published sjx collections of arrangements for piano and has given nearly 200
ragtime programs for various organizations.
--3.;'
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BRYAN DYKSTRA (photo
Number IS
by Gordon Finkelstein)
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Letter from Washington:
The Year of the Insider
By Karl Eisenhower
1988 has been called The Year of
the Insider. Columnists and pundits
seem to agree that after eight years of
Ronald Reagan (who made a name for
himself attacking the Washington Es-
tablishment), America is ready to
elect the Establishment back into the
White House.
If this is tree, then the Republican
party is ready. The GOP field in-
cludes the second highest ranking Re?
publican in the executive branch.
Vice President George Bush; the
highest ranking Republican in the
legislative branch. Minority Leader
Bob Dole; and a man who pushed
much of Reagan's economic legisla-
tion through the House of Represen-
tatives, U.S. Rep. Jack Kemp.
Republicans like to compare the
credentials and name recognition of
their candidates to the Democratic
field. They think such comparisons
prove they have the man that Ameri-
ca will choose to succeed Ronald
Reagan. And they are probably
right.
But that doesn't mean that there
aren't a few curves on the road to in-
auguration day. Most obviously, a
recession before November could put
Americans in a housecleaning mood.
Moreover Independent Council Law-
rence Walsh's investigation of the
IranContra affair might reveal some-
thing that could tarnish the reputa-
tions of some Republican candidates.
All in all, though, one of the Repub-
licans will most likely be our next
president. So wc should get to know
them:
Alexander Haig is a serious candi-
date for president. At least he thinks
so. Unfortunately for Al, few take
him seriously. The former Nixon
chief of staff and Reagan Secretary of
State just cannot live down his Tm
in control here" remarks from the day
Reagan was shot Al Haig's candida-
cy will fold up within a month.
Pete du Pont doesn't like ID be
called Pierre, his given name. The
name "Pete" dcemphasizes his blue
bloodmakes him sound like a man
of the people. He talks like a conser-
vative (he advocates mandatory drug
testing for young drivers, supply-sid-e
economics, hawkish foreign policy)
but conservatives just do not trust
him, because as a govenor of Dela-
ware and as a congress member du
Pont was considered a moderate; he
IS a "du Pont," after all. Du Pont
may last a bit longer than Haig, but
du Pont supporters should not make
hotel reservations in New Orleans.
Pat Robertson has yet to make an
impact on the polls. Yet his oppo-
nents still fear him, and for good rea-
son. Robertson's support is hard to
measure. His followers have never
been politically active before. They
are active now only because of Pat.
Early tests of organization have
shown that Robertson can pack any
room with the faithful. Will they
show up at caucuses and primaries for
the first time in their lives? No one
really knows.
Jack Kemp calls himself a
"progressive conservative." He
thought this would broaden his ap
peal to include people outside of the
Reagan coalition. Instead he has ali-
enated conservatives and failed to
bring in moderates. He also suffers
from lower name recognition com-
pared to some of his opponents-congr- ess
members just are not high
profile people. Don't write off Jack
Kemp yet, though. His candidacy
still has a lot of life in it. He has
worked hard to improve his name rec-
ognition and to clearly state his dif-
ferences with the more moderate front
runners. He may become the Conser-
vative Alternative in a 3-w- ay race.
That leaves George Bush and Bob
Dole, and you can't really talk about
one without mentioning the other.
The Vice President has a strong base
of support, a ream of endorsements,
and plenty of money. However, he
has been dogged by allegations of in-
volvement in the IranContra affair
and questions about his leadership
(the "Wimp Factor"). Bob Dole has
become the Alternative to George
Bush for many Republicans. Dole
relishes the role. He compares his
modest origins to Bush's blue blood;
he compares his active role as Senate
majority leader to Bush's ceremonial
functions as V.P. But some Dole
supporters fear that Dole's attacks on
Bush will ressurect his reputation for
nastiness.
Who will win? Only time will
tell, but if you are betting the rent
money, put it on Bush. He is far
stronger than his opponents want to
admit
Soviet defector visits Great Decisions
By Jonathan Barclay
The Great Decisions program of
The College of Wooster will host au-
thor, lecturer, and Soviet defector
Alexandra Costa next Thursday. Jan.
28, at 7:30 pjn. in-- the Scheide Mu-
sic Center.
Costa, now a computer consul-
tant in the Washington, D.C. area,
will address and discuss Soviet Gener-
al Secretary Gorbachev's recent glas-
nost reforms. Responding to her
speech will be Dr. Elena Sokol. head
of the Russian studies department at
the College. Professor Dijana Plesti-n- a
of the political science department
will serve as moderator of the discus-
sion to follow.
In 1978 Costa refused to return
with her husband, Soviet Academy of
Sciences member Lev Mitrokhin, af-
ter their term of duty in the Soviet
copyright office in Washington. Co-
sta is the first person to defect from
the Soviet embassy in Washington
since World War II. Her October,
1986 autobiography Stepping Down
from the Star, describes life after de- -.
fection.
Says Costa of the glasnost phe-
nomenon. "Yes, glasnost means
openness, but not in a sense of open
being an antonym of closed. The
Soviet society is as closed as ever in
terms of political control... What
glasnost means is 'taking out into
the open,' or 'public knowledge.' In
short, it means disclosure."
Costa is not as optimistic for
the changes glasnost supposedly im-
plies because she predicts that the
process of glasnost will soon stop.
Costa believes that the "relaxation of
controls" offered by glasnost is the
means Gorbachev is employing to
temporarily distract the public from
current ills and blame those ills on
the previous Soviet regime.
The Soviet practices which
strongly fortify the Communist sys-
tem, like censorship of the press and
KGB activity, will not change. Co
sta believes that glasnost merely re-
leases a buildup of public tension and
serves as a good publicity tool.
Costa lives in Virginia with her
children and operates her own com-
puter consulting firm. In addition to
appearing on numerous TV and radio
shows like Nightline and the CNN
Larry King Radio Show, she earned
an MBA at the University of Penn-
sylvania's Wharton School of Busi-
ness. Costa is currently working on
her second book, an espionage novel.
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING MF
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas.
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-07- 75 Ext. 6J
Compiled by Doug Isenberg
Insurance Co. to settle multi-millio- n
dollar suit over sex
bias. State Farm Insurance Compa-
ny agreed to pay damages and back
pay to over one thousand women
who were discriminated against in
promotional opportunities. Two
women who initiated the suit were
office managers, were paid $20,000 a
year and were refused positions in
sales jobs which they say pay
$75,000 a year. The women said
they were told a college degree was a
requirement for sales positions yet
men had been given the positions
even though they lacked degrees.
State Farm would not admit that it
had discriminated, but wished to
"leave the past in the past"
Israelis announce emergency
power in East Jerusalem. In a
move to control Palestinian protests,
the Israeli government proclaimed
emergency powers which would in-
clude enabling the police to shut
down shops for an extended period if
they persisted with a present mer-
chant strike. Additionally, Defense
Minister Yitzhak Rabin has banned
food shipments to the area by relief
organizations. The emergency pow-
ers would also allow a curfew to be
established.
Sandinistas propose truce
talks with contras, to meet
next week in Costa Rica. In a
move to further comply with the
Bir&Gffs
Guatemala peace accord, the Nicara-
gua government will meet with top
contra leaders in San Jose on Jan. 28.
The House of Representatives in
Washington. D.C. will vote on Rea-
gan's request for more contra aid on
Feb. 3. Reagan has judged that the
Sandinistas have not been sincere in
their efforts to further the peace pro-
cess and is pushing for increased
funding for the coatras.
Vietnam rejects U.S. offer for
private aid. The government in
Hanoi has refused the U.S. offer to
allow non-governmen- tal assistance' to
be sent in return for their compliance
in the search for POW's and MIA's
suspected of still existing in the
country.
Race relations deteriorating in
New York, report shows. A
poll of-- 1.147 adults showed that,
since the Howard Beach incident, rela-
tions between whites and blacks have
worsened. Forty-thre- e per cent said
relations will be worse in the long
run and 35 per cent said there will be
no difference. Sixty-nin- e per cent of
the blacks responding said that the
police generally "favor one race over
the other," while only 20 per .cent
thought whites and blacks were treat-
ed equally.
News compiled from The New York
Times.
MVlW--1uwute- k. turnedik.
JTS&r J
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Pres. Copeland discusses
leadership at SGA 1
By Mandy Langely
On Monday, Jan. 18, the Stu-
dent Government Association (SGA)
was pleased to open its first meeting
of the semester with an address by
College of Wooster President Henry
Copeland. Speaking on the topic of
leadership. Dr. Copeland stressed that
there is no pat definition of what
leadership is, nor is there a simple
formula for aquiring it.
He drew a distinction between
leadership and management, explain-
ing that managing consists simply of
administering an already existing sit
legislative body. It is the hope of
SGA that such activities will inspire
faith among the various members of
the administration in the capabilities
of student organizations, thus lending
strength and validity to their opinions
and proposals.
SGA will be sponsoring
throughout the semester a number of
political speakers, the dates and times
of whose addresses will be provided
to the student body.
Metropolitan Opera broadcast
features Macbeth this week
The campus radio station
WCWS 91.9 FM will broadcast Ver-
di's Macbeth live from the Metropol-
itan Opera on Saturday, Jan. 23 at
1:30 pjn., one half hour earlier than
usual, over the Texaco-Metropolit- an
Opera Radio Network.
Elizabeth Connell will sing
Lady Macbeth, and making their Met
Breaking Bottles--I- s it
By William Van Cleave
Over $13,000 in tuition per
year, and still a number of students
here at The College of Wooster feel
the need to release tension in a pitiful
and potentially expensive manner.
They break bottles. They stand at
-- one end of the halls in which they
live, or perhaps other people's halls,
and hurl beer bottles to the opposite,
walls, laughing hysterically when the
bottles in question pop and shatter all
over the walls and floors.
This is not to forget the alter-
native and much more popular meth-
od of breaking these bottles. This
method involves stepping to an
opened third or fourth story window,
dropping said bottles out and then
watching excitedly as they crash to
the sidewalks and parking lots below.
Both of these methods have a
number of "benefits." The bottles
make a wonderful popping noise
upon impact. Also, it seems a natu-
ral part of most adolescents' lives to'
go through a stage which involves a
strong desire to break things, and this
breaking of bottles fulfills this need.
Some interesting comparisons could
be made here to case studies of excit-
ed gorillas, but I do not wish to in-
cite the wrath of the psychology de-
partment, or worse yet, gorillas
uation, whereas leading involves en-
acting a forward-movin- g change in
the status quo. The critical question,
he concluded, is deciding when to
manage and when to lead, and making
certain that one's decision is drawn
out of motives beneficial to the or-
ganization for which one is working.
As a part of SGA's ongoing
goal of strengthening relations be-
tween students and the administra-
tion, Copeland was invited after his
speech to remain at the meeting and
observe the workings of the students'
broadcast debuts will be Frederick
Burchinal as Macbeth and Vyacheslav
M. Polozov as Macduff. Samuel Ra-m- ey
will be heard as Banquo and Kaz-imie- rz
Kord will conduct The an-
nouncer for the broadcast is Peter Al-
len.
Playwright Terrence McNally
will discuss Verdi and Macbeth dur
themselves.
Perhaps part of the reason that
such a number of bottles gets broken
every weekend stems from the drunk-- .
en nature of most of the individuals
throwing the bottles, but this is real-
ly no excuse. I guess it's fun to
throw these bottles, though I have
never personally partaken in this
"festivity." But the bottom line is
that it can't make students' parents
and more importantly, prospective
students' parents feel very secure
about our college, when they see a
bunch of broken bottles littering the
campus, and worse yet, when they
begin to hypothesize on the nature of
the individuals who pitch these
bottles.
Take a hypothetical situation:
John Doe Jr., a new student who re-
sides in Armington dorm finds out
that his parents are coming to visit
him during the upcoming weekend
and intend to arrive sometime Satur-
day morning; hot ideal timing, but
certainly plausible.
He and his roommate struggle
to clean up their room, and John aris-
es early Saturday morning to the
sounds of his father cursing out in
the parking lot John Jr. rushes out
to see what is tho matter only to find
ing the first intermission feature,
"Opera News on the Air," and panel-
ists for Texaco's Opera Quiz" in the
second intermission will be Terrence
McNally; --author and critic John Os-
borne; and Henry Wrong, director of
the Barbican Center in London. The
Quizmaster is Edward Downes.
worth it?
out that John Sr. has popped a tire
while pulling through the glass into
a seemingly innocent space. Johns'
father's and mother's moods are
wrecked; Jphn is mortified by the
loud cursing which no doubt the ma-
jority of his dormmates heard; the
visit is a complete failure.
Perhaps this is
.
a little far-
fetched, but it cannot look good to
parents, whether they be visiting
prospectives or old pros, when they
have to see thousands of shards of
broken glass which cover the parking
lot of their child's dorm. It can't look
good when they have to almost liter-
ally wade through three or four inches
(no joke) of broken glass on then-son'- s
dormitory hall. It can't look
good when they realize that a portion
of the over $13,000 they are paying
(or will be paying) is going to go
into cleaning up a bunch of broken
glass on a weekly basis.
Maybe I'm way off base, but
it just seems to me that we could find
something a little bit more construc-
tive to do with our nights or throw-
ing our beer bottles away in the
trashcans, rather than on the walls
and pavement.
A variety of posters from different countries were on display
during the International Festival. (Photo by G. Finkelstein)
International
(continued from
and a talented young guitarist who
played Latin American songs.
Around 25 people were present
during the two-ho- ur event.
During the Mediterranean
Day, which should have actually
been called "Turkish" Day since it
only included Turkey, two short
documentaries about Turkey were
shown, and everybody had the
opportunity to taste "Turkish
Delight" and Turkish Coffee.
Also the Turkish students read the
fortunes of the audience from their
coffee cups. There was also a
short concert which featured a
national Turkish instrument,
"saz."
IS countries were presented
in the International Fair. Pieces
of sculpture, dresses, hand-mad- e
ornaments, posters and
information about these countries
were on display in Lowry from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., and the national
a in 8 days q
U
Festival
page 1)
music played throughout gave it a
real international atmosphere. -
The different kinds of
European food were the main
center of interest on Wednesday
during the European Day. The
organizers also showed movies
about Scandinavia, and a young
singer sang two songs from Italy
and Germany.
27 costumes from 14
countries made the Fashion Show
colorful and interesting. The
audience appreciated the enormous
work put in by the organizers and
the participants into the show.
- The festival will continue
with the Asian Day tonight,
African and Mediterranean Day
tomorrow and will come to an end
with a giant international dinner,
featuring different kinds of food
from 27 countries, on Sunday at
5:00 pm.
7
.
1
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Pictured are Richard FIgge and Barbara Fleming who will be
performing the "Gin Game" this coming Thursday and Friday
in Ichabod's. The play portrays the emotional impact of a man
and a woman who meet in a retirement home. Figge Is known
by his appearances In many plays as well as his experience as
a German professor. Fleming Is an award-winnin- g actress
who has acted In famous plays. Dinner, which Is catered by
the Little Venice Rlstorante, will be served daring the play.
The tickets arc $ 7 for students and $ for the public and win
Include the price of the dinner. (Photo by News Services)
Page 4
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1 BMI Foundation to awardi
$15,000 to student composers
"The Janglers"
By Qaisar Iman
Now that you've been back for
two weeks and you feel like your feet
arc just hanging at the ends of your
legs, we've got just what you need:
good music and plenty of interesting
people at Ichabod's. So be there Fri-
day. January 22, 1988 and join in the
excitement on the dance floor.
Monday Night at the
with Sabol and Crowther
Kathy Sabol and Doug Crowther
Three Men And A Baby, as its title
suggests, is a film about three men
who suddenly find themselves with
the responsibility of raising a new-
born baby. The story chronicles the
transformation of Tom Selleck, Ted
Danson, and Steve Guttenberg from
bachelorhood to fatherhood while
they learn to take care of this baby
who has been abandoned by a former
lover of Danson.
KS: Well, Doug, that just about
covers the movie. I mean, who out
there after reading the above, won't be
able to guess most of the humor of
the film? Most people can figure out
the story just from the title. I wasn't
surprised by any of the baby humor
(although that doesn't mean it wasn't
funny in parts). -
DC: I agree with you, Kathy, the
title does not leave much to the im-
agination. However, I reaDy enjoyed
the "baby humor" as you so aptly
termed it. Even though I don't mink
that mere is any male who would be
so unknowledgeable about taking care
of a baby (most men could figure out
how to work a disposable diaper), I
do think that the situations, although
improbable, were genuinely funny.
But wait, there's more to this film,
right Kathy?
The live band The Janglers" is
going to jangle from 11:00 p.m. to
2:00 a.m. at Ichabod's on Friday
night. So enjoy your weekend in
the mellow light of Ichabod's.
Ichabod's is going to be '
open every Wednesday from 9 - 1 1
p.m. for the entire semester.
KS: Oh, you mean the subplot
full of bad guys, drugs, and detec-
tives? I didn't find the subplot very
suspense ful or its ending very climac-
tic. It did add a comedy of errors
touch at the beginning and broke up
the "oh, what a cute baby" tone of
the film.
DC: I agree the subplot was not
very suspense ful, but I don't think
that it was ever intended to be. The
whole tone of this movie is light and
a subplot with "real" bad guys would
have put a damper on the fun. It is
obvious from the beginning that
these guys are not to be taken seri-
ously, so I was not looking for a sus-
pense ful subplot, but a humorous
one; and I think it was successful in
that respect.
KS: Well, I don't think it was
funny enough to justify all die screen
time it gets, and obviously someone
agreed with me because the subplot
ends completely and the main plot
continues for twenty or so minutes
after that Anyway, I was impressed
with both Selleck and Danson. They
were convincing as father figures and
the father-daught- er bonding scenes
were touching.
DC: Those scenes when Dan-
son and Selleck are alone with the
baby are my favorite parts of the
film. They show the changes taking
The 36th annual BMI Awards to
Students Composers competition
will award $15,000 to young comps-er- s.
BMI President and CEO Frances
W. Preston announced that the dead-
line for entering the 1987-8-8 compe-
tition, which is co-sponso- red by the
BMI Foundation, will be Friday,
February 12, 1988.
BMI established the awards pro-
gram in 1951 in cooperation with
music educators and composers. The
contest is designed to encourage
young composers in the creation of
concert music and, through cash priz-
es, to aid in continuing their musical
education. The prizes, which vary
from $500 to $2,500 are awarded at
the discretion of the final judging
panel. To date 327 students ranging
in age from 8 to 25 have received
BMI awards.
The 1987-8- 8 competition is
open to students who are citizens or
permanent residents of the Western
Movies
place within the men and also take
time out from die comedy to show
the simple joys of fatherhood. I
thought the weak link in this film
was Steve Guttenberg. His character
is for the most part unimportant to
the film, and he seemed to know this
when playing the role. I thought it
could have been a story of two men
and a baby and been just as good. I
also thought the ending of the film
was weak, but I still would recom-
mend this film overall.
Seekers of light entertainment,
tired of cerebral activities (IS, study-ing- X
should find this movie a suita-
ble anecdote. Fans of the stars and
baby-love- rs will enjoy this film the
most.
Grade: B
Three Men and a Baby is currently
playing at the Lyric Twin Cinema,
Wooster, Ohio. Coming Jan. 22 to
the Lyric Twin: Good Morning Viet-
nam. Call 262-997- 7 for showtimes.
Remember: Monday is College ID
Night. Students get in for $2.50.
Hemisphere including North, Central
and South American and Carribbean
Island nations, and who are enrolled
in accredited secondary schools, col-
leges or conservatories or are in en-
gaged in private study with recog-
nized and established teachers any-
where in the world. Contestants
must be under 26 years of age on De-
cember 31, 1987. There are no limi-
tations as to instrumentation, stylis-
tic consideration or length of work
submitted. Students may enter no
more than one composition, which
need not have been composed during
the year of entry. Compositions
which are entered under pseudonyms
are considered by a preliminary panel
of judges before going to a final pan-
el. Last year's Preliminary Judges
were Bruce Adolphek, Robert Beaser,
Bunita Marcus, and Leighton Kerner,
with Ulysses Kay as consultant The
final judges were Edward Applebaum,
Susan Blaustein, Arthur Conn, Nor
)
Selections from the Kent State
Exhibition which is on display
Gallery between January 17 and
Finkelstein)
man Dello Joio, John Eaton, Jalalu
Kalvert Nelson, Richard Pittman,
Marilyn Shrude, and Lloyd Ultan,
with Ulysses Kay as presiding judge.
William Schuman and Milton Babitt
are chairman emeritus and chairman,
respectively, of the judging panel. In
the 1986-8- 7 competition, 16 winners
ranging from 18 to 25 were presented
awards at a luncheon reception at
Tavern on the Green in New York
City on May 28, 1987.
Six previous winners of BMI
Awards to Student Composers have
won the coveted Pulitzer Prize in
Music. They are George Crumb,
Mario Davidovsky, John Harbison,
Donald Martino, Joseph Schwantner
and Charles Wuorinen.
Official rules and entry blanks
for the 1987-8- 8 competition are
available from Barbara A. Peterson,
Director, BMI Awards to Student
Composers, 320 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
1
j :2
Graduate Students' Ceramic
In Frlck Art Museum Lower
February 4. (Photo by Gordon
Classified Advertisements
CONGRATULATIONS! Charles Hayes Jr., you have
won a FREE TANNING SESSION at FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS,
"The Affordable Salon" where you never need an appointment!
Call 263-918- 5 now for details on how to claim your prize!
There will be another winner next week!
WeVe got permanents from $19.99 complete!
No Appointments - Just Walk In!
FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS
College Hills Plaza.
SENIOR CITIZENS... we care about you! Come to FIESTA HAIR
FASHIONS anytime and get a 10 discount on any haircare
services valued at $7 or more! College Hills Plaza.
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The Ohio State UniversitySix Wooster grads begin Concert Band and Wind Ensemble
life in the "Corps" Saturday, January 30, 1988
OARDC Fisher Auditorium
By Cal Grayson
The Peace Corps carries an ex-
citing and valuable reputation, entic-
ing Americans as young as 20 and as
old as 85 to join its ranks in search
of adventure and that intangible feel-
ing of helping humanity. Wooster
is no different. The College has al-
ways presented the Peace Corps with
a large group of Corps-read- y recruits
for farming out to third-worl- d nations
around the world.
Of last year's graduating class,
six members are now serving as
Peace Corps Volunteers after having
survived the 10-we- ek training course.
Among those now in the field are
John Fanselow (Cameroon), Vance
Russell (Honduras), Rebecca Wolff
(Thailand), Bethany Young
(Mauritania), and Dave Brandt
(Phillipines).
The Voice has only received
news from Brandt who is in Bataan
and serving in an agriculture exten-
sion program, in the southernmost
tip of the island chain. Brandt says
he is excited to be in the country, but
is also combating the long periods of
inactivity that one is invariably ex-
posed to during a Corps- - tenure.
Working in an extension program
means working with rural farmers to
improve their food production
through crop diversification and soil
conservation. Until the Christmas
holidays were over, Brandt says all he
did was go to parties. Of course, the
real work will start soon enough, but
as he jokes, "I could probably be here
the whole time and do nothing and
my supervisor would never notice be-
cause I am so isolated."
At the end of the 10-we- ek train-
ing period Brandt underwent in Mani-
la, he was elected by his fellow vol-
unteers to speak for the mission in
front of various PhiHipine and Amer-
ican dignitaries.
For now Brandt is fending off
the children of the family with whom
he is staying, who he says subject
him to the same three or four pop
songs continuously in the daytime,
and constantly berate him with a few
Mot
- choice phrases from the less than for-
mal side of the English language.
The Corps is always looking for
volunteers, and liberal arts majors are
in high demand. "They are also
sought, particularly if they have lead-
ership and community service experi-
ence," says Peace Corps Regional
Manager Alice Cooper. The tenure is
two years, with travel and day-to-d- ay
expenses paid through a monthly al-
lowance. An allowance also accrues
.
at a rate of $175 per month and is
payable upon completion of service.
Any students with further inter-
est in the Corps or any overseas vol-
unteer program, may write to: The
Peace Corps, 477 Michigan Ave.,
Room M-7- 4, Detroit, Michigan,
48226. Also, within the next
month, a large fair will be held, in
which many organizations similar in
concept to the Corps will "show their
wares."
Shot
survey off . editors
7A Voice received these statistics
from Manning, Selvage, and Lee,
Inc., a New York based polling ser-
vice. We thought you might be in-
terested in the results of this poll of
490 undergraduate college newspaper
editors, or 27.7 ofthe 1,764 origi-
nally sent the survey. The remaining
723 did not respond, which sug-
gests that students today are more ap-
athetic than anything else, but you be
thejudge of that. --EDs.
A. Salary expected First year out of
college:
-$1-
0-20,000:54.1
-$- 20-30,000: 28.0
B. Number of Children Planned:
--None: 14.9
--One: 8.0
--Two: 443
--Three: 20.2
C. Quality most valued in any rela-
tionship:
--honesty: 36.1
--warmth: 21.4
--intelligence: 18.2
--sense of humon 10.8
-- similar interests: 10.2
--attractive appearance: 1.0
D. How free time is spent:
--socializing with friends: 49.4 .
--reading: 233
--sleeping: 13.1
--watching tv: 5.5
--exercisingcompeting in sports:
5.1 "
--going to nightclubs or bars: 2.2
E. Your drinking habits:
--virtually never drink: 41.6
--only on weekends: --31.2
--two to five drinks per week: 21 .4
--two or more drinks per day: 3.7
F. Your choice of drinks:
--beer: 38.2
--low proof drinks, i.e. schnapps
wine coolers: 20.2
--mixed drinks: 19.6
--wine: 10.2
-- straight whiskey: 5.1
G. How has AIDS affected you:
-- will only sleep with someone with
whom monogamously involved:
51.2
-- plan to exercise caution in any new
sexual relationship: 32.4
--not worried about "safe sex;" not at
risk: 10.6 '
--plan to be celibate until cure is
found: 2.4
H. How do you see yourself:
--up and coming; potential mover and
shaken 50.8
--concerned about future: 25:1
-inn-
eT-directedself-involved: 133
--want to change the world: 8.4
-- content with status quo: 1.6
I. The most pressing issue facing
mycollege generation:
--AIDS: 27.6
--nuclear weaponsnuclear warworld
peace: 213
--economyfederal deficit: 53 v
--declining ethicalmoral values:
4.9
--caring for others: 4.3
--apathy: 4.1
--environmental conservation over-
population: 4.1
--job opportunities: 33
--quality cost of education: 33
8:00 p.m.
PUBLIC INVITED TO THE CONCERT
The Concert Band enjoyed enthusiastic standing ovations
on a tour of Japan
$4.00 Adults - $2.00 Students
Tickets being sold in Lowry Center front desk until Jan. 29
Ws. cj
V i
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Letters to the Editor
Safe Rides
Dear Editors,
Safe ride was established by
the brothers of Omega Alpha Tau as
a reliable and safe form of transporta-
tion from Lowry Center to Leroy's
and the Theatrical. Rides leave every
twenty minutes from 10:00 p.m. un-
til 2:00 a.m. The purpose was to
prevent those that drink from driving
and therefore to make the roads safer
. for the community. Safe ride was
put into action, not to approve or en--,
courage drinking, but to inform and
discourage drunk driving, giving Col-
lege of Wooster students a safe and
reliable ride to and from the local es-
tablishments.
Safe ride's success has been
unmatched in providing a safe and so-
ber ride. Students have been quick to
take advantage of our program for
their own safety and the safety of oth-
ers. Rather than jeopardizing the
safety of themselves and others, stu-
dents use the safe ride program as
their method of safe transportation.
Without question the brothers of
Omega Alpha Tau will continue our
significant and meaningful safe ride
service for the students at The Col
lege of Wooster. Safe ride is a pro-
gram that benefits everyone and has
been exceptionally rewarding and suc-
cessful for those who take advantage
of it and for the men involved in
making it happen. Thank you for
your support and continued use this
semester.
If you must drink,
leave the driving to us:
the brothers of Omega Alpha
Tau.
French Dinner
Dear Editors,
The committee which planned
and presented the French Dessert
Night (Cath Allen, Karin Bickell and
Katherine Swigart) would like to
bring the following to your atten-
tion: ' f
Throughout the course of our
preparations for this past Saturday
evening (January 16) we received
nothing but words of encouragement
and. overall, a positive response to
our efforts lo provide students with a
different, fun FRENCH event. As
you may remember, we sent out
sign-u- p sheets (twice) which stu
.J I
$249
Off
dents, it seemed to us, enthusiastical-
ly signed. We got such a good re-
sponse that we calculated the arrival
of over 50 people Saturday. Obvi-
ously this was not the case. Most of
the people who had signed the lists
did not show up.
Because of this disappoint-
ment, the French department has lost
a great deal of money; we have lost a
great deal of valuable time, and,
frankly, we are seriously questioning
our former plans to have further
French-relate- d programs. We have all
asked ourselves what went wrong. A
lack of planning? Of publicity? Bad
time, bad night? The answer to all of
these questions is a firm "no." We
feel strongly that the people responsi-
ble for what happened Saturday night
were those who had committed them-
selves to the activity on paper and
then failed to follow through. Such
actions not only inconvenienced the
French Department as well as us, but
they were down right rude. What is
so disturbing about the whole thing
is that it indicates a lack of interest in
French, a sort of apathy concerning
French at The College of Wooster.
Furthermore, we'd like to ex-
press our gratitude to the people who
did come Saturday night. They
showed us that interest in French
does exist, gave us moral support,
and we think --enjoyed all the desserts
Classified Information
Win a FREE haircare service at Fiesta
Hair Fashions! Look for your name in the
"Classified" section of this paper.
There 1 s a new winner every week !
At Fiesta you're always a winner!
Come in- - today for great savings on this
month's specials.
3
Off
CulMlinduM-Unth- w
WITH COUPON
HIGHLIGHTING
& complete style
$iQ99
--l r- - WITH COUPON
THE WORKS"
shampoo, condition, cut & blowdry$H50
Raf.S11J-EM2n- tt II II
IMirftf eft II U
College Hills Plaza 263-918- 5
which we had prepared. We're disap-
pointed that there are not more people
who care, but at least we have a start.
The main issue is that signing up is
committing, especially when money,
food, and lots of preparation are in-
volved. We hope that we are wrong
in thinking that what happened Satur-
day night correctly reflected interest
in French at Wooster. Lastly, we
hope that in the future we will re-
ceive more contributions and support
on the part of more of the student
body.
Sincerely,
Katherine Swigart
Cath Allen
Karin Bickell
. French Programming Board
Daniel Berrigan
Dear Editors:
The other night I had the op-
portunity to hear Father Daniel Berri-
gan speak on the "Peacemaking Citi-
zen in the War Making State." Fa-
ther Berrigan, a priest and a direct so-
cial activist, recounted breaking into
the GE plant in Philadelphia and
smashing nuclear warheads in the
making with a simple household
hammer. One of the strongest mes
January 22, 1988
sages that I got out of his speech was
that it is the duty of the citizen to do
whatever is necessary to, in the words
of Isaiah, "turn swords into plow-
shares;" to bring peace on earth at
last.
Today we have the opportuni-
ty to "turn swords into plowshares"
in Central America. There will be
another vote for aid to the Contra,
who, in Berrigan 'i words, are
"fighting any and all freedom in Nica-
ragua." We as citizens need to take
action and write our congresspeople,
who, by their vote, have the power to
enact the inhumane policy that is in
direct violation of the Arias Central
American Peace Plan.
In order to help students with
this task, SCN has set up letter writ-
ing tables in Lowry and Kittredge
during lunch and dinner today. Time
is of the essence. Action must be
taken today for the vote will be on
Feb. 3 in the House and on Feb. 4 in
the Senate. If you do not have the
time to write a letter, a phone call to
Congress member Ralph Regula
will also help.
Molly Huber
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Tales of the Truly Ordinary
By Graham Rayman
The following is part one of a
three peart series.
Many of us have spent hours
and hours enjoying the antics of the
great child-sta- rs over the decades in
TV and movies. Who could forget
Shirley Temple, The Little Rascals.
Our Gang, Mickey Rooney, Wally
and the Beav and so many others.
We could identify somewhat with the
hilarious circumstances these young
crazies got themselves into. As they
grew, television specials and inter-
views kept us abreast of what hap-
pened to them. Some stayed in show
biz and made it or lost it or both,
while others went off to public ser-
vice or the private sector. Shirley
Temple is now a tropical drink with
fruit and funny little umbrellas. Wal-
ly and the Beav have come to cable-T- V
as middle-age- d, pot-belli- ed mir-
rors of their former selves. The Ras-
cals are mostly lawyers and insurance
salespeople, although I understand
Spanky has "gone platinum" as an
Amway distributor.
But no one seems interested in
what happened to that other group of
kids who so influenced our young
Job opportunities available
Advanced undergraduates and
graduating seniors are invited to
apply for. the Preprofessional Re
searchProfessional Aide Trainee-ship-s
offered at the Institute of
Clinical Training and Research of
The Devereux Foundation, a group
lof multidisciplinary residential
and day treatmentspecial educa
tion and .rehabilitation centers in
suburban Philadelphia. The De
vereux PA Branch is accredited by
the APA'for- - Predoctoral Intern-
ships in Clinical and Counseling
Psychology, and as a sponsor of
continuing education in" psychol-
ogy.
TraineeshipExternship as
signments as Research
Professional Aides, Psychological
Services Aides, or Professional Li
brary Aides provide an opportuni
ty for a supervised experimental
learning practicum in service- -
oriented research and supportive
clinical services.
Jobs include assisting staff at
the Institute of the Neuropsychol
ogy Lab or at the treatment cen
ters, collecting and analyzing data
for behavior rating scales, follow--
up studies and program evaluation,
online computer literature search-
es, reviewing tapes for a tape cat
alogue, and assisting in preparing
reports and journal articles.
As time permits, there may
be an opportunity for a case
study, observation of crisis inter-
vention, milieu therapy and treat-
ment.' special education and social
lives the fairy-tal- e children.
Though they live on in books and
Walt Disney movies, very little, save
from a few unauthorized biographies
by the likes of Kitty Kelly, is known
about their adult lives. They are the
true forgotten stars of our youth.
In order to find the much-neede- d
answer to this question of penulti-
mate importance, I spent two years
traveling, living out of a golf cart,
and eating lots of tired late-nig- ht
meals at Denny's. Here is a tran-
script of one of the many interviews.
SNOW WHITE
I found Snow lounging pleasant-
ly in her tastefully decorated duplex
20 miles south of CarmeL Califor-
nia. The wind was whisking the
man-mad- e pond into a suburban fren-
zy, as we reposed to chat.
"So tell me, what happened after
you woke up to the Prince's kiss, and
fell madly in love with him?"
"Well, of course, we married. .
Then, since my story was so unique.
Old Walt Disney, bless him, made
my story into the famous animated
documentary, in which I, of course.
rehabilitation techniques, and an
opportunity to attend indicated
clinical case conferences and pro-
fessional seminars.
The training program dates
are flexible. Traineeships cover a
twelve-mont- h period; Extemships
are short-ter- m or part-tim- e ap-
pointments. Some assignments
carry no stipend and others pro-
vide stipends of $750 per month.
Trainees must locate and provide
housing at their own expense.
Applicants must be U.S. Citi-
zens of at least 21 years of age,
with a broad academic background
including statistics, research
methodology, and basic computer
technology. Practical experience
in working with youth presenting
learning and adjustment problems
would be helpful. Applicants who
are accepted may have the use of a
fully insured automobile and
should be able , to do their own
typing.
Preference will be given to
applicants who plan to attend
graduate school and presently seek
a comprehensive experimental
learningtraining experience in
supportive mental health services
to refine their career objectives.
Information and applications are
available from: The Director, De-
vereux Foundation Institute of
Clinical Training & Research. 19
S. Waterloo Rd. Box 400, Devon,
PA 19333-040- 0, Telephone: (215)
964-300- 0
played myself. The film was ex-
tremely successful, I dare say, and I
made a lot of money."
"And the Prince?"
"After we married, he would per-
iodically go off looking for adven-
ture, as princes are usually prone to
do. Yes, he'd pack up his old kit
bag, and his sword and hop onto his
heroic charger, Purina, to forage in
far-o- ff lands."
"How did he do?"
"Oh, he had great times, I sup-
pose. Though he would never give
me the full details. He always said
that gore and heads rolling and witch-
es were not for the ears of his 'pretty,'
which is what he always called me. I
suppose he would be called a chau-vani- st
by today's standards, although
back men he was a Chivalrist. Final-
ly, all the fighting caught up with
him, and he decided to stay at home
for good. He parlayed the baubles
he'd picked up along the way into a
small fortune."
"Where is he now?" At this
question, she demurred, and I moved
on. I found out later that they were
divorced many years ago. after he
Practical
By Andy Peters
.
How many times have we heard
the. excuse, "It was just a harmless
prank." for a practical joke which
ended up really hurting someone's
feelings? Well, the word "harmless"
might be the last word we should use
to describe some pranks.
Especially among under-clas- s
people, pranks are often --played on
college campuses, and many of these
pranks end up hurting people either
mentally or physically. Says Direc-
tor of Residence Life Dwayne Davis,
pranks are acceptable if there is abso-
lutely no chance that anyone will get
hurt. However, states Davis, this is
almost never the case. No matter
how well-plann- ed a prank is, bodily
or psychological injury are always
possible.
was sent up the river for impersonat-
ing Errol Flynn and attempting to
embezzle from the Screen Actors
Guild.
"Well, you know," she offered,
"that the Prince was the only man I
ever loved. I mean I did have sort of
a soft spot for Dopey and Sleepy; I
even dated Sleepy for a bit, but when
someone saves your life..."
"Did you enjoy your years with
the Prince?"
"Oh yes. He didn't have the best
business sense, but then few adven-
turers do. He was always getting me
little gifts, and pretending he was
back to save me. I was always get-
ting rescued from whatever dishes,
neighbors, agents, television evangel-
ists. ..He'd always whisk me away
from these things. I believe his brain
was a bit addled."
"Did he ever get angry with
you?"
"Seldomly. We had our tiffs
now and again. Even when he was
an investor, he'd sit around for hours
sharpening his sword, and humming
war ballads, even when there was a
party to go to. Once, at a gala for
jokes are
The mental effects a prank has
on the victim can be much more
subtle, damaging and long-lastin- g
than the physical effects. The psy-
chological effects differ with the per-- "
. sonality of the victim; but, says
school psychologist Betty Shull, the
kind of person who is most likely to
have malicious pranks played on
himher is the sensitive, insecure per-
son exactly the type who is likely
to take the prank personally, and be
affected negatively by it in the long
run.
Certainly we all agree that all of
this is true. But every once in a
while a situation presented itself
which is just "too good to refuse,"
and' a spontaneuous prank evolves
very suddenly. Though this kind of
die five-ye- ar re-rele- ase of the Disney
film, he insisted on demanding
'tankards o Grog and fresh horses for
the men.' I was embarrassed."
"Was he bored?"
"Oh yes. I think so."
"What about your sex life?"
"Well mis is off the record. I do
have the little fans to think of, don't
I? But I think he was afraid of me.
unless I was asleep of course. Then
he was very willing But then, I
didn't like that very much. I don't
think we slept together after the third
year of marriage."
"What now?"
"I have my memories and my
house. The cat comes around now
and again. I thought of returning to
the forest to see the dwarves, and
maybe even staying with them for a
spell. I hear that their gold mine is
doing very well, what with all the
terrible trouble in South Africa.
I left Snow to her books, know,
ing that I had met a truly noble wom-
an enjoying her twilight years.
Next week: Red Riding Hood
no fun
spontaneous prank is the most likely
to hurt the victim because of the lack
of planning that went into it, those
playing the prank often are so caught
up in die "fun" of the prank that they
don't mink about its possible conse-
quences. Says Shull, "Just think .
about how the other person feels." If
we cm appreciate the feelings of the
victim, we are less likely to hurt him
through poorly-planne- d, malicious
pranks.
"In general." continues Shull.
"just keep the feelings of the other
person in mind. If yon can put
yourself into his situation, you are
less likely to hurt him." If we all
keep mis in mind, maybe can make ,
everyone's college experiences a lot v
nicer.
APPLICATIONS FOK 'ft.9 EDITOR VANTrrn
Applications are welcome for the position of Editor-in-CI::- cf
of the 1988-8- 9 Voice. Applicants should have significant
experience with all aspects of newspaper production.
Evidence of strong writing skills and previous' leadership
experience are required. A college-lev- el course injournalism is also desirable. Submit applications,, with
supporting letter of intent and resume to Deborah Hilty,
Chair, Publications Committee by February 15.
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It was a weird year-pa- rt II
By Richard Raznikov
The Brains God Gave
Geese. Scott Walker of Fort
Lauderdale hired a lawyer to defend
his wife, who was held on charges
of attempting to solicit his mur-
der. Sonya Walker offered a "hit
man" $5000 to help her "become
a widow," but Scott didn't seem to
mind. "Like any marriage, ours
has its high points and low
points." he told reporters.
Life's Golden Moments.
Timothy Nolan was jailed in Ca-
laveras County after swallowing a
3.5-oun- ce gold nugget that had
been shown around a local bar by
its owner. Nolan was charged
with grand theft and left in a cell
with a portable toilet and instruc-
tions to wait developments.
Three days later, the district attor-
ney released Nolan despite telling
the press that there was "no nug-
get yet." Nolan was told to return
the nugget and charges would be
dismissed.
Kill the Poor Award. To
the Reagan administration, which
in 1987 adopted a "new policy"
that reduces welfare benefits for
many elderly, blind and disabled
people who receive free food,
shelter, firewood or winter cloth-
ing form churches and other cha-
ritable organizations. Under the
Reagan guidelines, such non-cas- h
help is now considered "income"
and is to be deducted from the al-
ready miniscule monthly govern-
ment benefits.- -
God Extends Oral Rob-
ert's Lease. Evangelist Oral
Roberts announced to the world
that God had said they must con-tirbu- tc
$8 million to his ministry
or he would "call Roberts
home." The S8 million apparent-
ly came in and Roberts was still
alive in April, when he stated that
God had extended the offer indefi-
nitely: there must be $8 million
more every year "until Jesus re-
turns" or Roberts would be killed
by God. "It's April and I'm alive,
and I'm on fire," said the 69 year-ol- d.
-
President Reagan Pre-
dicts the Future. Speaking to
a gathering of law enforcement of-
ficers about the features of a new
"Crime Control Act," Reagan not:
ed that it "eliminates parole arid
reduces the time off for good be-
havior that could be granted a
president."
!
Why Thomas Jefferson
Will never Come Back. In
1987, President Reagan described
the drug-smuggi- ng torturers we
train and finance in Nicaragua as
"the moral equivalent of the
Founding Fathers," while Pepsi-Col- a
used a "recording" of Thomas
Jefferson endorsing their product
at Independance. Hall in 1787 at
a time when Jefferson was in
France.
Look on the Bright
Side. A federal research team
composed of nuclear industry-pai- d
researchers released a report on
the aftermath of the Soviet Cher-
nobyl disaster which positively
glowed with optimism. . Among
other things, the researchers were
pleased that "only" 28.000 deaths
from cancer would result from this
little mishap. Not only that, we
could expect barely 2000 serious
genetic defects and only 700 cases
of severe mental retardation. Of
course, there would be more if you
counted government "scientists."
We Raise Our Boys to
be Men. Basketball coaches
from Sunny Hills High School in
Orange County California, ang-- v
because the team had just lost a
tournament, abandoned the players
on a stretch of desert highway be-
tween Palm Springs and Banning
by taking the keys to the team
bus and escaping by car. The
players were found about two
hours later. Incredibly, the coach-
es were not fired.
Still Not Indicted. Sec-
retary of State George Shultz, who
told a reporter that he would not
run for president because the na-
tion "is not ready" for a candidate
who has a tiger tattooed on his
ass, authorized over $9 million in
aid for the -- police and security
forces in El Salvador, even though
various human rights organiza-
tions have linked the Salvadoran
police to right-win-g death squads
that have murdered 40,000 people
in the last several years. Shultz's
letter to Congress stated that "the
assistance program for the po-
lice has met or exceeded expecta-
tions across the board, and has
uniformly fulfilled the criteria of
human rights improvements..."
One month later, the head of the
Salvadoran human rights commis-
sion was murdered by the death
squads, bringing to four the num-
ber of commission members so
executed; of the remaining four,
three are missing.
More Good News. Scien-
tists with the Worldwatch Institute
released a report saying that
"without innovative efforts to pre-
serve natural ecosystems that re-
main and restore those that are
degraded the earth will experi-
ence the largest loss of plant and
animal species since the disap-
pearance of the dinosaurs 65 mil-
lion years ago by the end of this
century."
Our Tax Dollars at
Work. The Washington Post re-
ported that the Department of En-
ergy paid a defense contractor
over half a million dollars to lob-
by in Congress against a nuclear
test ban, despite a laws prohibit-
ing such behavior.
Yet Another Heartwarm-
ing Bureaucratic Tale. Ed-
ward Jaworski, a Vietnam veteran
and San Francisco social worker,
was fired from his job by the city
after it was learned that he had
gone to the aid of a disabled, sui-
cidal man on his own time. Jaw-
orski was accused by San Francis :
co bureaucrats of
"insubordination, and serious er-
rors in judgment," failing to do
his work solely within office
hours and getting involved with a
client whose case was closed.
Said Jaworski, "I'm feeling bitter,
tired. I just don't know where
people's values are anymore."
Finally, a Hint of the
Truth. Transcripts of Contra
hearing testimony revealed that
one key figure in the scandal was
a "General Buck Schmuck." Ac-
cording to a former aid to Ollie
North, Schmuck was "the genesis"
of the idea of how to support the
Nicaraguan terrorists. The Penta-
gon refused comment and the
House panel, typically, refused to
investigate further.
Reach Out and Tap
Someone. AT&T inisisted that
its secret monitoring of worker's
telephone calls was solely in the
interest of ensuring that employ-
ees provide "courteous," efficient
service." However the Commun-
ications Workers of America
thought otherwise, complaining
that electronic eavesdropping by
the corporate giant extends to pri-
vate conversations among em-
ployees. "Even when you're be-
tween calls, they can listen to you
talking to the person, next to
you," said operators' spokeswom-
an Margie Marks.
Americans Reaffirm
Basic Values. A Houston Uni-
versity study on the opinions we
have about the Constitution re-
vealed that 54 of us believe no
one should be allowed to give a
speech critical of the Constitu-
tion. Over one-thir- d stated they
.
were afraid to write a letter to a
member of Congress to back an
unpopular cause, and over 20
felt they could not speak their
concerns freely.
Kill the Poor Award,
Runner-Up-. To the US court of
Appeals in San Francisco, which
ruled that welfare recipients must
repay to the state a total of $16
million in "overpayments" made
between 1982 and 1984 - despite
the fact that the "overpayments"
had been made pursuant to a previ-
ous court order.- -
Son of a Bitch Award.
Security officers at the Topeka,
Kansas, airport shot and killed
two dogs near an airport runway
in September because President
Reagan's plane was due to land
shortly. Marvin Hancock ordered
the shooting because the dogs were
"a threat to the President's life."
The dogs, it seems, were, ah.
ill L--2 CEDAR POINTLJ AMUSEMENT PARX,
- ' Sandusky. Ohio, wKI hold on-camp- us
Interviews for summer employment.
DATE: THURSDAY, JANUARY 28
TIME: 10 A. ii. - 4 P.ii.
LOCATION: CAREER DEVELOPMENT i
. PLACEMENT OFFICE
Over 3,200 positions available for a wide variety of Jobs.
Dormitory and apartment-styl- o housing available. Spend a
summer at one of the finest resorts In the Midwest. For Info-
rmation and appointment,
CONTACT:
CAREER DEVELOPMENT, &
PLACEMENT OFFICE
WE ARE
"mating," and efforts to separate
them failed." Hancock said there
was not enough time to remove
them prior to the landing of the
President's plane, although un-
named witnesses claimed the
events took place more than an
hour before Air Force One was
due.
Mr. Raznikov is a "Writer-at-Larg- e"
for the Pacific Sun of Mill
Valley, California. He has gra-
ciously allowed us to reprint this
delightful piece which appeared in
the week of January 1st edition. of
the Sun.
A GREAT PLACE
TO SHOP
GROCERIES
RESTAURANT
PHARMACY
PIZZA CARRY-OU-T
OPEN TJL 9 p.m. DAILY
SUN. 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.
HIRING!
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Douglas From Douglass
By Doug Fowler
While leafing through the Ox-
ford American Dictionary the other
day, I noticed something quite incred-
ible. In this nation of equality, there
is only one page of words beginning
with the letter "X". By contrast,
there are over 130 devoted to words
beginning with the letter "S".
I had not thought about it before
now, but the letter "X" is--by far-t- he
most discriminated-agains- t letter in
our language. Unless we fix someth-
ing, mix things, discuss taxes, or put
something in a box, we don't use it
except for at the beginning of words.
Even there, one can see it is used
about as much as a backup shortstop
on the Orioles, where Cal Ripken, Jr.
has played every game for five and a
half seasons.
Just look at the other rarely used
letters in our language. "Z" is used
little, but words like "zoom" and
"zap" are used quite frequently. It is
at the end of the alphabet, so it was
probably an afterthought anyway.
Even at this lonely stage, it is the
symbol for sleeping in the comics.
"J" is used on few occasions in every-
day conversation, but a great number
of people have names beginning with
it. Ten of our presidents have had
first names starting with "J", and four
others have had last names starting
with it "Q" is about the only letter
used as infrequently, but if we Greed it
from having to be used with "U" all
the time, it would get much more us-
age.
I'm not saying that we need to
give "X" 100 more pages, I only sug-
gest that a national commission be
appointed to give "X" about 10-2- 0
more pages worth of words. While
we're at it, we could free "Q" up for
about 3-- 5 pages worth of words
where it can exist without relying on
"U" to back it up.
puzzle I n-
HUMORj
2
3
4
5
6
Across:
2. Only section to have orange
juice dumped on' them while they
were singing their pledge song
- 4. Only section to be doused
heavily with water during their jock-
strap run around the quad
5. Only section with a member
who, while clothed only in a jock-
strap, shouted to a crowd of over a
hundred "You know you want ill"
6. Only section, while clothed
in jockstraps, to slip into furniture
upon completion of their run-- namely
a bench
Down:
1. Only section to play 'slip
and slide' nude with fire extinguishers
down their dormitory halls
2. Only section to sing pledge
song every single Monday night
outside of Armington dorm -
3. Only section to enjoy run-
ning around the quad in jockstraps in
below 20 degree weather
5. Only section to strip down
Id their jockstraps together in an area
not designated as a lockerroom at
least three times a semester (mat this
author knows about)
In order to begin this commit-
tee, let's nominate Vanna White for
president. Her knowledge of the al-
phabet is apparent by her excellent
work on the game show. "Wheel of
Fortune." and she would have many
new ideas about changes in spelling.
It wouldn't be hard with present pron-
unciation-using the "ph" in photo,
.
the "o" in women, and the "ti" in ac-
tion, one could spell "fish" p-h-o--t-i.
To add to the emancipation of
"X" and "Q", we could order that a
proportionate number of words that
start with "K" be changed words
which begin with "Q" ("qick" instead
of "kick", for instance). Also, a
group of people named Xavier could
start a country named "Xerexixoux"
or something similar. Until we get
started, though, remember to end let-
ter discrimination by using little-use- d
letters as often as possible.
Onlookers pose for picture at Beta Harrlck Event. (Photo by
Margaret Lydecker)
f-'- N
Athletic supporters attend Beta ran. (photo by Margaret
Westminster pResByteRian cnuRCh
McGaw Chapel - Wooster, Ohio
Now is the time for spiritual discovery. . . ' . '
Worship, Mission, Study & Support Groups, . ;
Peace & Justice Work, un & Friendship. .
Worship: 10:30 am. Every Sunday in McGaw.
Seekers: College Group meets every Thursday
8:30-10.-- 00 pjn., Westminster Church House
Ministers: Barbara Dua, Tim Anderson Campus Extension: 2398
A congregation of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.. Westminster Church is a congregation-in-residen-ce
on The College of Wooster campus, serving the campus and the world. We are a faith
community of over four hundred confirmed members and many friends . . . young and old. believers
and seekers, college and townspeople . . working together as the Body of Christ for a more just
and humane world.
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Attention all
er, First-Ye- ar
The Freshman File is
still accepting sub-
missions!!!
For more information,
contact Nancy Grace of
the English department or
David Albin of the
Reading and Writing
Center.
Freshmen!
Students!!!
DEADLINE: Groundhog Day, Feb. 2
r :
I started a nursery.
I constructed a well.
I surveyed a national
I taught school.
I coached track.
I learned French.
COMING SOON!!!!
An anthology of
black music
featuring the Wright
Family Singers of
Cleveland, Ohio and
The College of
Wooster Gospel
Choir will be
presented on
Saturday, Jan. 30,
at 7:30 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. All
interested parties
should plan to
attend. Contact the
Office of Black
Student Affairs(ext. 2545) for
further information.
is ' ;:i Jl V I
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park.
D OH "BEG
Overseas positions are available for all academic degrees
including Liberal Arts.
Apply at least three-to-si-x months prior
to your graduation date.
To obtain more information or an application, call toll-fr- ee
1-800-52-
1-8686
Washington
Update
By Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum
STRUGGLING TO PROVIDE
FOR THEIR FAMILIES
"I did not give up.. .be-
cause of the overwhelming
drive I had to feed, clothe and
house my children and my-
self." That was how Portia
Davis of Chillicothe explained
why she endured ordeals that
no man faces in the struggle to
put food on the table.
She told my Senate Sub-
committee on Labor about
some of the harassment and
discrimination she suffered
while working as a carpenter.
"I was grabbed below the
belt by a foreman while I was
running a power hand saw.
My hands and fingers were
only about six inches from the
blade." Davis said the gener-
al foreman refused to take dis-
ciplinary action even though
there was a witness.
Davis said she was the
frequent target of vulgar,
sometimes dangerous pranks,
but when she complained she
was threatened with layoff.
Although she is a skilled car-
penter, supervisors interrupt-
ed her work making her do er-
rands such as taking food or-
ders and delivering them.
Davis and the other
women at the hearing testified
that 90 of the harassment
and discrimination she
suffered was from supervi-
sors. They said that after
some initial "testing" they
were accepted by their male
coworkers because the men
saw that the women were as
willing as they were to work
hard to get the job done.
There are laws against
sexual harassment and dis-
crimination and the federal,
government has great leverage
over federal contractors who
break them. But the women at
my hearing said the Reagan
administration is not enforc-
ing those laws adequately.
The women testified that even
when the government has cit-
ed the contractors for infrac-
tions it has failed to follow up
to make sure the harassment
or discrimination has ended.
It is plain that industry
and the government must do
more to see that women actu-
ally get the equal opportunity
to which they are entitled
by law. Most women work be
cause they need to work and
they want the best job they
can possibly get. But women
have been stuck in low-payin- g,
dead end jobs because
significant obstacles bar them
from male-dominat- ed occu-
pations.
As Portia Davis and Toni
Cousett of Cleveland testified,
construction has been among
the toughest to break into for
women. But my hearing also
looked at the problems of
women in the fields of high-
tech. Women have been work-
ing in the fast-growi- ng high-
tech industry for years, but
they have been segregated in
lower paying jobs such as data
entry operator, while men get
the better paying jobs such as
computer service technicians
or professional engineers.
Only a small percentage
of women have broken into
the ranks of the higher paying
jobs. But a couple of those
women testified at our hear-
ing and their stories should be
an inspiration to women
everywhere.
There was Barbara Scott
of Boston who divorced her
alcoholic husband, went to a
trade school, got off welfare
and worked her way up to a
good paying job in high-tec- h
as a field service engineer. She
encountered many obstacles,
but she was determined to
provide for her four children
and the rewards were worth
the struggle.
Scott and the others says
that along the way it would
have been easy to quit. Scott
says women who fight for
their futures learn an impor-
tant lesson and teach it to
their children. "They also
have the knowledge, the faith,
and determination that they
can do anything they want to
do if they try."
The women urged us to
make sure that contractors
obey the laws against sex dis-
crimination in employment.
All the women want is an
equal chance. We, in
Washington, cannot let a
handful of lawbreakers keep
these hardworking women
from fulfilling their dreams.
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NORTH
COAST
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE
Swim teams oe
By Scott McLean
The Woo tankers have continued
their winning tradition in the usual
way-w- ith a big (and long) weekend
before the Christmas break and an
equally good first week of the second
semester.
After a good start to the season,
the tankers met Mount Union on
Dec. 11 and came away victorious.
"Depth won the meet for us on the
women's side where the men's team
dominated in the pool by taking the
first and second in half of the events.
The women were swimming with a
smaller squad in preparing for our
meet with Denison tomorrow, but I
wanted to see what the men could do
at this time," said Scots mentor
Keith Beckett.
Jennifer Pope and Susan Lei-tho- lf
started the women off with a 1-- 2
finish in the 1000 freestyle. The
women also received key support --
from the divers as Christina Witt,
Kris Beemink and Diane MacMillan
went 1-- 2-3 on the 1 --meter board.
The men were led by double in-
dividual winner Ted Au in the 100 fly
and 100 breast (55.4 and 1:02.6).
Other prominent figures at the meet
included Dan Goldfarb placing 2nd in
the 500 free (5:44.8) and 3rd in the
1000 free (11:47.4). Tim McDermott
and Eric Schoenke placing 1st and
2nd in the 200 free (1:55.8 and
Swim Team goes to California
The Aqua jocks traveled to Long
Beach for their infamous Torture
Tour," but all survived and returned
to face Oberlin on January 12.
The Yeomen put up no struggle
as the Scots rolled over them without
looking back. The men were led by
sophomore Derek Argus t who turned
in a life best 22.48 in the 50 free and
a season best 50.47 100 free. The --
distance duo of Ben Spriggs and Ted
Friedman were back in form as
Spriggs posted a winning time of
5:02.7 in the 500 free and Friedman
followed with a 10:33.1 1st place in
the 1000 free. Jeff Burt had a wel-
come return to the team with a victo-
ry in the 200 free (1:52.9).
The women had equal success
with Brooke Henderson posting vic
1:56.4).
The Scots continued their eternal
weekend back at the Wooster Natator-iu- m
with the traditional rival, Deni-
son. The men swimming with a
diminished line-u- p did not fare well
as they posted their first loss of the
season.
The women entered the ring as
underdogs since Denison was picked
3rd in the country this year. Denison
jumped off to an early lead, but by
the fourth event Wooster was back on
top and remained there until the end.
Beckett was pleased with the perfor-
mances because "the team really came
together out there. Everyone was
cheering for those in the water and
that is what Wooster swimming is
all about."
The women divers led by Lori
Hayes kept the meet close by scoring
all three divers against Denison.
Wooster's winning combination came
from sophomores Andrea Wei gel and
Andrea Gomez, who teamed up to
capture all but one victory in the
freestyle events X25.37 in the 50;
55.80 in the 100; 53 1.95 in the 500;
11:18.61 in the 1000). As the final
bell sounded the fight was over and
the women came away with a split
decision as the meet ended in a tie
109-10- 9.
tories in the 100 and 200 frees (55.9
and 2:02.6) while Kathy Gray re-
turned to action with a victory in the
50(27.08).
The Scots finished out their
home season against Findlay Col-
lege. The seniors were the ones lead-
ing the --way that day. Tm going to
miss these guys and you can see why
from their performances today," exl-caim- ed
Beckett. Amy Thayer and
Carolyn Cunningham combined for a
1-
-2 punch in the 200 free (2:07.0 and
2:073) while Rachel Haines coasted
to victory in the 100 back (1:1 1:3).
Eric Schoenke led both men's relays
to victory while Don Haut and John
Janssen posted season bests in the
400 IM and 50 free respectively.
Todd Stansbury was king of the
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a roll
Baldwin-Wallac- e was the last
obstacle for the Scots to conquer that
weekend and they did so in a convinc-
ing manner. Both the men and wom-
en won 8 of 11 races in coasting to
91-4- 6 and 104-6- 5 victories.
The day was made for sopho-
mores as Russ Dunn, "90, helped to
set the pace for men with a victory in
the 100 fry (1:00.7) while Dan Van-derlend- e,
"90, put together his first
'double of the season coming out on
top in the 200 IM (2:23.5) and 100
back (1:01.1). Jim Bonbright also
added to the class of '90's honors
when he won the 100 free (55.8).
For the women Amy Thayer,
co-capta- in, helped to put together the
winning combination with a victory
in the 500 free (5:47.8) and a 2nd
place in the 100 free (1:01.57). Ka-th- y
Behringer turned in the outstand-
ing performance of the meet as she
set a school record in the 100 fly
(1:01.87.)
After four more hard weeks of
swimming, the Wooster swim teams --
now stand 6-0- -1 (women) and 6--1
(men). Both teams travel to India-
napolis this weekend for a 15 --team
invitational in which the women are
defending champions and the men
placed fourth last year.
boards as he dominated the 11 --dive.
3 --meter competition.
Other bright spots of the day
came when the women's 200 freestyle
relay team of Weigel, Behringer.
Gray and Henderson qualified for
NCAA championships in a new pool
record of 1:42.0. Kathy Behringer
and Andrea Gomez just missed cuts
in the butterfly' events while Lori
Hayes scored 398.2 points, missing
nationals by just 1.8 points. Beckett
was especially pleased with the wom-
en's performances because "On our
women's team we almost have all of
our relays qualified and a lot of indi-
viduals are close so I believe we are
on track. If we keep swimming like
we did today then the season will be a .
good one.'- - - - - -
Allegheny College
Case Western Reserve University
College of Wooster
Denison University
Kenyon College
Oberlin College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Lady Scots
By Sue Hollingshead
January 13, the Lady Scots host-
ed Ohio Wesleyan University, and the
outcome waS" not as expected.
Wooster lost 73-5- 3. The Lady Scots
were .off to a slow start and unable to
recover from the first half deficit.
Brenda Heil was the leading
scorer for the Lady Scots with 24
points. They could not distribute the
scoring which proved to be their
downfall. Coach Chris Hart believes
the team was intimidated by OWU in
the first half . By the second half the
team was more aggressive and felt
they had nothing to lose by playing
their best. The Lady Scots were out-scor- ed
by only four points in the sec-
ond half.
Coach Hart also strongly be-
lieves that OWU is in for a surprise,
on Febuary 3 when Wooster goes to
OWU. The butterflies will be gone.
Men lose
By Graham Rayman
The Scots continued to have prob-
lems with. their shooting and re-
bounding, as they fell to Oberlin, 87-7- 2.
Oberlin came out hot during the
game and jumped to a 13-- 3 lead, one
that they never relinquished. During
the first half, Oberlin outrebounded
the Scots, 17-1- 2, and outshot them
32-2- 0. They also had help from the
unexpected three point shooting of
Mike Sorrell. Sorrell scored 15
points in the half, and played tough
defense on Scot center Mike Trim-
mer. Chip Winiarski, arguably the
best player in the NCAC. besides
OWlTs Scot Tedder, also chipped in
11 points in the half. Meanwhile,
the Scots did not ever seem to get
settled into, their strong inside game.
The Yeomen sagged in,' and Rob Pe-
terson, Mike McCormick and Chuck
Jjih.jld.pcdJ2u!heriLg"tt I"j?gr .
2 -2 in NCAC
Saturday the team was more suc-
cessful. They played Oberlin College
and won '62-5- 0. Confidence and
teamwork played a key role in this
win. Evidence of mis was the scor-
ing. The points were evenly distribut-
ed among all the players. LisaTom-aset- ti
led with 20pts, Heil had 13pts,
Kristen Larke had 12pts. and Donna'
Myfordhad llpts.
"The team had more confidence
for the entire game and it showed.
Lisa Tomasetti had one of her finest
games against Oberlin which helped
to boost the entire team," remarked
Coach Hart.
The Lady Scots go to Case
WestenuReserve on Saturday, where
Coach Hart hopes to boost .their
record to 5-1-0. Next Wednesday they
are back at home and are to host pow-
erhouse Allegheny. ,
Joanjtix. tot,.'.
to Oberlin
ing shots from the perimeter. The
ever-stea- dy Matt Hiestand was the
only Scot who had the hot hand.
In the second half, the Yeomen
wanned up and pushed their lead to
twenty points. Winiarski made his-
tory as he passed the 1.000 point
mark as a sophomore. The Scots fi-
nally did warm up, as Peterson ap-
peared to break out of his slight
shooting slump, McCormick hit two
straight three-pointer- s, and Hiestand
continued to nail short jumper after
. short jumper. But. as the cliche
goes, it was too little too late.
The short skid is not indicative of the
quality of the team, and assuredly
they will overcome their current
problems. The Scots, now 10--5 (2--
2) in the NCAC. will take on the
Case Reserve Spartans this Saturday
(7:30) at home. The Scots are 7-- 1 in
Timken.
collegiate camouflage
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,IPO..JDid you
; know..
that many program
application deadlines
are during our Spring
Break? Make sure all
college related paper-
work is completed
before leaving on
break.
--that it's summertime
in the Southern
Hemisphere now?
How about our Bogota
program spring
semester of 1989?
. that tmr hours this
semester are:
Monday 1-- 5 - --
Tuesday 9-1- 2, 1-- 5
Wednesday 1-- 4
Thursday 1-- 3
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Myths and "Ms. Conceptions" about women and athletics
By Stephanie Kazmierski
Information for this article was
drawn from William F. AUman's arti-
cle "Ms. Conceptions: The Female
Athlete," in Hippocrates, JanlFeb.
1988.
If you are the type who consid-
ers women unable to compete in
sports requiring strength, endurance,
dedication, and sheer guts, then you
should go jump in a lake or how
about the icy waters of the English
Channel? The individual who holds
the seven hour, forty minute world
record for the twenty-mil- e crossing,
is a woman from California named
Penny Lee Dean. And when Dean
broke the previous record, held by a --
man, she did it by more than an hour.
Precisely when or where the
myths surrounding women in athlet-
ics began is unclear, but we are all fa-
miliar with them: women don't have '
the same muscle-buildin- g capacity as
men; they can't handle the endurance
events; they can't throw; their hips
are too wide. ..basically, women aren't
"real athletes."
Like every good rumor, there ex-
ists a fact or two which, though far
removed from the twisted hearsay, is
the basis of this rumor. With human
beings, as with most other animals,
the female tends to be smaller than
the male, on the average. Smaller
bones and smaller muscles mean
women are generally physically less
strong than menthey have thirty
percent less muscle tissue than men
to begin with. However, this does
not mean their muscles respond dif-
ferently to training. In a sixteen-wee- k
weight training program con-
ducted by researcher Kirk Cureton of
. the University of Georgia, men and
women on similar programs experi-
enced the same muscle building re-
sultsabout twenty percent. Wom-
an's muscle mass disadvantage means
that though they can build up their
muscles the same way men can,
women's world records for "power
events" weigh tlifting, shot put, dis-
cus, javelin, and others will proba-
bly never exceed men's records.
Then there's the matter of the
hips. I bet you've been told that the
"sharp" inward angle of a woman's
thigh bones makes her running less
efficient, since her legs don't go for-
ward in a straight line, so she'll al-
ways be slower than men right?
Anne Atwater, a specialist in biome-
chanics at the University of Arizona,
says this is all pretty much "old
trainers' tales." According to Atwa-
ter, measurements show that the aver-
age men's and women's hips are
about the same. But since women
tend to have shorter legs, their hips
are proportionally larger.
Another myth Atwater has refut-
ed is that women can't throw. In a
study examining the throwing style
Can you find the hidden
legal terms?
ABATE
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NOVATION
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PRIVITY
PROBATE
PROOF
PROXY
REMEDY
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SUMMONS
TORT
TRUST
of men from foreign cultures where
there's no "little league," she found
"the same awkward, disjointed move-
ments often described as 'throwing
like a girl." In other words, there are
no biomechanical problems women
have with throwing; as with the men
in her study, it's just a matter of prac-
tice and experience.
Oddly, there is another popular
myth that women have an advantage
over men in endurance events due to
their higher percentage of body fat.
The average woman has twenty-seve- n
percent body fat, the average man fif-
teen. According to Dorothy Harris, a
Perm State sports psychologist and
education director of the Woman's
Sports Foundation, the only --
"advantage" extra fat gfves a woman
has to do with her role as a potential
mother "Women are built to sur-
vive." A heavy woman is at an ath-
letic disadvantage in every sport real- -
ly except where warmth is major con-
cernsuch as channel swimming.
Many athletes believe women do
have one real advantage over men in
certain sports, unrelated to their body
fat. According to Dean, women are
better able to cope with pain, based
on their experience with monthly per-
iods and, in some cases, childbirth
(of the top four female sprinters in
the US, three are mothers). Obvious-
ly this may be just another myth.
Harris believes the bias against
women as athletes is "deep-rooted- ,"
largely based on these and other mis-
conceptions. "If a girl is athletic,
she's thought of as somehow less
than female," says Harris. How
many women have you seen on the
cover of Sports Illustrated... exclud-
ing, of course, the annual swimsuit
issue?
ATTENTION SENIORS!!
If you did not have your formal portrait taken, but you would like your pic-
ture to be in the yearbook, contact Trip Wadleigh C-29- 64, Cyane Rollins C-26- 14,
Kathy Baldwin C- -l 109, or Mamie Sofield C-27- 65. You can arrange to
have one of them take your picture anywhere on campus, formal or informal,
or submit one of your own prints by February 12!!!
Senior portraits will be in by the end of January. Those who ordered them
will get a message in the mail about where to pick diem up.
HELP! The yearbook needs more pictures! If you have any candids you
would like to see in the yearbook, put them in an envelope for The Index in
campus mail.
I go to Fiesta because.
...They hjve made H so convenient for me to
not only look good by cutting my hair in an
easy4oare-fo- r style, but to feel better about
myself because of my tanning sessions. I work
second shiftI can stop by the shop and be
taken care of without a rigid schedule to
follow. Thank you Fiesta!
Precision Haircut $6.99
No Appointments Just Walk In!
Daily 8--8; Sat. 8--6; Sun. 10-- 5
it"" MAM FASHIONS
